T-shirt2Backpack
Created by Jenelle Montilone

Re-make your Sewapalooza t-shirt into
this clever backpack and small accessory bag. Using a pattern designed by
our We All Sew Blogger, Jenelle Montilone of Trashn2tees, you will take a few
snips here and a few snips there to
make a quick and easy "green" backpack. This is the perfect reusable bag
for carrying home favorite fabrics and
BERNINA supplies. Or use it to keep
your knitting/crochet/embroidery projects with you on the go. The handy
accessory bag, made from the sleeve,
is also quickly serged up and great for
keeping track of your small items.

Supplies
Machine & Accessories



BERNINA L 220 Coverstitch & Chain
BERNINA 1300 MDC, 1150 MDA, 800DL or 700D
Overlocker/Serger

Fabric & Notions



Thread






Polyester serger thread



Sewapalooza T-shirt
Bodkin
Chalk marker
Rotary cutting supplies
Sewing shears

Armed with a pair of scissors, a pile of out-grown clothing, and the desire to make a
positive difference in the world: these are the humble beginnings of what has now
grown into a worldwide movement to change the way we consume and create. Jenelle
Montilone is an author, maker, creative activist, and entrepreneur. Heralded by the
New York Enterprise Report as "an innovator to watch" Jenelle re-imagines waste and
has diverted more than 36 tons of textiles from our landfills. Jenelle is a Bernina Brand
Ambassador and regular contributor to We All Sew. You can find her one of a kind
sustainable boys clothing designs and The Ultimate Upcycled Tshirt Tutorial List at
TrashN2Tees.com.
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Cutting the t-shirt


Draw a chalk line 8" up from the bottom of the t-shirt and 19"
above the lower line.




Mark 4" in from sleeve seam on the previously drawn chalk line.
Mark 3"in from side fold on the bottom chalk line.
Draw between two marks.



Cut on marked lines through both front and back.



Cut off sleeve along seam line.



From the 8" strip, cut 2—1 1/2" strips and 1—1" strip.



Pull and pull and pull, until
it curls into t-shirt yarn. Set
aside for later use.



.
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Coverstitch Casing








Set up L 220 cover and chainstitch machine for a 3 thread
2-needle coverstitch.
Fold top edge, of each bag piece, 1" to the wrong side of fabric.
Coverstitch casing on front and back panels.

Shorten the 2 t-shirt yarns, made from the 1 1/2" strips, by
cutting 12" off the end of each.
Attach bodkin to the t-shirt yarn.
Run t-shirt yarn through the casing of each panel.

Serging Side Seams and Bottom


Bring t-shirt yarn back over casing and pin out of the way.



Place the other end of the t-shirt yarn 1' up from bottom. Pin
away from the edge.



Place front and back panels right side together.
Set up a 1300MDA, 1150MTC, 800DL or 700DL Overlocker/
Serger for a 4 thread overlock stitch.
Starting at the bottom, serge up the side seams. Serge off side
just before reaching casing.
Serge bottom edge.








Turn backpack right side out.
Gather top closed over t-shirt yarn.
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Accessory Bag











Fold sleeve in half and mark a 6 1/2" square.
Cut.
Fold in half with right sides together.
Using a 4 thread overlock stitch serge the bottom and
side seam of the bag.

Snip two holes on each side of seam. Only cut one
layer of fabric.
Snip one hole on opposite side.

Cut 2—20" strips from the 1 " strips of t-shirt yarn.
Pull t-shirt yarn through casing as shown.
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